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Overview, objectives and progress
Executive S_marv
The Space Engineering Research Center (SERC) at M.I.T., started in July
1988, has completed three and one-half years of research. This Semi-Annual Report
presents annotated viewgraph material presented at the January 1992 Steering
Committee and Technical Representative Review. Nine faculty and approximately
35 graduate students and like number of undergraduates through the
Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program CtYROP) participate in the activities
of SERC, drawn from the Departments of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science, and Mechanical Engineering.
The objective of the Space Engineering Research Center is to develop and
disseminate a unified technology of controlled structures, to codify and disseminate
this technology, and to train a generation of skilled engineers. The disciplinary
research in CST continues and in this past year several notable milestones have
been reached. The interferometer testbed became operational and is an active
vehicle for CST researchers. The engineering model of the MACE multibody test
article also was commissioned. It is a pathfinder for control of articulated flexible
structures. The MODE experiment flew on STS-48. Its goals were to examine the
dynamics of space structures in zero-gravity.
Moreover, there has been an ongoing effort toward developmental work in
CST by the Space Engineering Research Center as we look ahead to the
university/governmentrmdustry teaming of technologies for space applications with
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